
HIGH SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST 
 
Algebra I:  Pencils (traditional or mechanical), Eraser,  Bound Lab-Book (preferably with  page numbers and grid-
lines such as graph paper),  THICK Dry Erase Markers (will be used by students daily all year),  Colored 
Highlighters (at least 4 different colors), Loose Leaf Paper (college ruled, NO spiral bound), Ruler, Glue 
Stick, Disinfectant Wipes, box of tissues.  
  
Algebra II:   A TI-Inspire CX, CAS, or CX CAS calculator is required.   All instruction will be given in class using the 
TI-Inspire calculator.  Thick white board markers (will use daily all year).  Spiral bound notebook dedicated for 
this class for taking notes. Pencils (traditional or mechanical), Erasers. A box of Kleenex and a package of 
disinfecting wipes. 
  
American History:  Separate notebook that is for American History only. 
 
Anatomy: 1 composition notebook, 1 folder with pockets, scientific calculator with an exponent button or 
graphing calculator, blue or black pen, pencils, glue sticks. 
 
Ballet classes: Dancers will need a black tank leotard, pink tights, and ballet slippers. 
 
Ballroom I, II, and III:  bulk size bag/container of breath mints to share with class 
 
Ballroom III: Girls: nude ballroom shoes (If not sure what kind to get, please contact the teacher) 
 
Biology:   required 1 composition notebook, Optional but very helpful, dry erase markers, colored pencils or 
markers.   No spiral notebooks allowed. 
 
Biotechnology: 1 composition notebook, 1 folder with pockets, scientific calculator with an exponent button or 
graphing calculator, blue or black pen, pencils, glue sticks. 
 
Calculus: A graphing calculator is essential for this course. Texas Instruments models: 83, 84, or Inspire are 
strongly recommended. Any other models or brands are ok, but student must be very familiar with all their 
functions and be able to use them without help. A 2" or 3" 3 ring binder used only for Math. 
 
Chemistry: 1 composition notebook, 1 folder with pockets, scientific calculator with an exponent button or 
graphing calculator, blue or black pen, pencils, glue sticks. 
 
Conceptual science: each scholar will need two composition books or spiral notebooks. (graph paper in at least 
one of them is preferred ); at least two different colors of dry erase marker; and at least two different color 
writing utensils (pen or penci)l or one of each, for note-taking and correcting peers' work. 
 
Dance Classes: A black tank leotard and black spandex Capri pants for class use. It may be necessary to purchase 
a pair of tights for any performance later in the semester. (Color and type will be specified if needed.) 
  
English: Composition notebook OR spiral notebook; single sheets of paper; pens; pencils; binder/folder; flash 
drive (required); 10-15 sheet protectors 1” 3-ring vinyl view binder (with clear pocket on front cover) just for this 
class; 5 tab dividers 
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French: Lined paper, binder to save notes in, black or blue and red pens, and note cards to make flash cards, dry-
erase markers. 
 
Geometry:  Scientific calculator (including sin, cos and tan buttons), White board markers (will use daily all 
year), old sock, washcloth to use for dry-eraser; Red pen, Protractor and compass.   
 
Organization and Leadership:  1 composition notebook, erasable pens in blue or black, and red  
 
Physical Science: Each scholar will need two composition notebooks, two different colors of pen or pencil (for 
note-taking and checking peers' work); two colors of dry erase markers and a pack of 50 or more index cards that 
are blank on at least one side. 
  
Physics: Each scholar will need two composition books, at least one of them needs to have graph paper in it); at 
least two different colors of dry erase markers; a graphing calculator (TI-83 or 84 or Nspire are strongly 
recommended); two different colors of pen and or pencil for taking notes (and highlighting) and checking peers' 
work; and a small ruler (preferably transparent). 
 
Pilates: Solid navy Capri or long leggings with no cut-outs or mesh panels above the knee. Solid red white or navy 
modest t-shirt. Not too loose. Close fitting is best. 
 
Pre-Calculus:  A graphing calculator is essential for this course. Texas Instruments models: 83, 84, or Inspire are 
strongly recommended.   Any other models or brands are ok, but student must be very familiar with all their 
functions and be able to use them without help. Separate notebook that is used only for Math. 
 
Rio Salado Math 150 (Algebra II):  A graphing calculator is essential for this course. Texas Instruments models: TI-
Inspire CX, CAS, or CX CAS are strongly recommended.   It is not recommended that any other model of calculator 
be purchased for this course.  White board markers (will use daily all year).  A box of Kleenex and a package of 
disinfecting wipes. 
 
Softball:  glove, rubber cleat shoes, black softball pants, exercise workout clothes (white T-shirt and 
shorts/workout pants) 
 
Spanish:  Loose leaf lined paper, 1” 3-ring binder, set of tabbed dividers, black or blue and red pens. 
 
Swimming:  Swim suit, cap and goggles, towel, mesh swim bag (to store wet items) and fins (optional) Shorts and 
T shirt (Heritage colors) 
 
Trigonometry: A graphing calculator is essential for this course. Texas Instruments models: 83, 84, or Inspire are 
strongly recommended.   Any other models or brands are ok, but student must be very familiar with all their 
functions and be able to use them without help. Separate notebook that is used only for Math. 
 
World History: Black or blue and red pens, college ruled lined paper, binder with dividers to save notes. 
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OPTIONAL SCHOLAR SUPPLY LIST 

 

The following are suggested items that are always needed if you would like to donate to the school: 

 

Dry Erase Markers 

Boxes of Kleenex 

Hand Sanitizer 

Paper Towels 

Disinfectant Wipes 

 


